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Extreme party people: not a piece of cake
remaining! (4,4)

1

Miss Piggy’s outside reflecting in a low voice (6)5
Green light put on wheels (3)8
Adult female attending courses at school (6,4)9
Loves lively, original, animated girlfriend (5,3)10
A team’s outside left skipping second half to see
girl? (6)

11

Jam or Clash’s Number One record (4)12
Group supporting Charles I’s chasing victory in
board game (10)

14

Call in bar — sort providing non-alcoholic drink (10)17
From the east, hail a Korean screen goddess (4)20
Hall in university getting a tidy round (6)23
Showed deference — or anything due — when
following king (8)

24

English speaker holding a CD back gets one in a
pickle (3,7)

25

Minister’s brief to produce spin (3)26
Touch filter in need of repair (6)27
Come before tailless golden eagle, say (8)28

One used to carry fare: bacon rolls with mash (6,3)1
Stick doctor next to old composer (7)2
Spooner’s partly abbreviated name for harmonica
player (6)

3

A scream following weapon’s appearance in
madhouse (5,4)

4

In cracking bone, upset dish (7)5
Jack in supporting post incurs penalty, maybe (5,4)6
Elegant writer putting pen to paper for shopper? (7)7
Barking dog won’t, if found out (3,4,2)13
Be ecstatic to have minor sort of part on show (4,2,3)15
One not going to bed in suit is ultimately warmer
without I see (4-5)

16

Ruling woman being inferior, not qualified to be
Speaker (7)

18

Weird sorcerer producing rifle (7)19
A pair lie without energy, being pessimistic (2,5)21
Are there times when a tip goes round? (6)22
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